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GPRHF Update
Welcome to the second month
of the new year, a month to
share love and spread love. From
celebrating Valentines with that
special someone to wearing
red on February 13th to show
support for women’s heart health
or performing a random act of
kindness on the 17th , this month
is packed with celebrations of love,
kindness and caring.
Your continued support of your
community’s healthcare and
hospitals has certainly shown us
how much you love and care about
your community. In this month’s
newsletter we will share with you
stories from you, our donors and
the impacts your donations have
made right here at home.
This newsletter will highlight
different opportunities for you
to support your hospitals and
healthcare in the coming year and
how together we can innovate to
create new initiatives.
Perhaps as you enjoy the stories
we have shared in this newsletter
you will think of an event you, your
family and friends or coworkers
wish to host to raise funds for your
community’s healthcare. We invite
you to give us a call at 780-5387583 and start the conversation
today.

Most importantly we wanted to
take a moment to honour Dorothy
Kusyk. Dorothy was best known for
her volunteerism and warm smile.
Dorothy led by example: whether
she intended to or not. Although
it is with heavy hearts we tell
Dorothy’s story, it is an honour to
have known someone who left such
a huge legacy by example. We hope
you are as inspired as we are by her
story.
Please enjoy our newsletter,
remember to reach out to those in
isolation to show your love and stay
safe!
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Wishlist
Wednesday
We are seeking donations of car seat
covers, diapers (newborn and preemie),
baby mitts, socks and baby swings for
your Hospital’s Labour and Delivery
Unit.
Although everyone tries to plan for the
birth of their new bundle of joy, things
get missed in the midst of going into
labour.
Donations can be dropped off at
2DayFM GP or contact Shannon
at (780) 518-1876 for alternate
arrangements.

Shop and Support
Your Healthcare
Until the end of February, the Mackenzie Place display cubes, are featuring
the stained-glass artwork of Laurie-Anne Balsillie the creator of Stained
Glass by Laurie. Laurie learned stained glass in high school but really began
creating pieces when she moved to Grande Prairie.
In the Courtyard Gallery, adjacent to the cafeteria, is hosting the work of
Elizabeth Hutchinson. Elizabeth lives in Grande Prairie, Alberta with her
husband and children. She is an arts integration specialist and an early
childhood educator who is reminded daily to be grateful for the gifts of
family, friendship, creativity and play.
A portion of the proceeds from all sales will be donated to your hospital!
Although visitation to the hospital is limited at this time due to the pandemic
you can still view, enjoy and purchase Laurie’s work by visiting our online
art gallery at https://shop.gphospitalfoundation.ca.

Thank you for supporting your healthcare Laurie and Elizabeth!

Stained Glass by Laurie

Artwork by Elizabeth Hutchinson

3D Children’s Society Responds to Need
Huge shout out to the 3D Children’s Society who have made a massive donation of
distraction items last month for your Emergency Room, in response to our Wishlist
Wednesday request.
We asked Darren Foley, co-founder of 3D Children’s Society why? Here is what he
shared with us…
“For over 20 years the 3D Charity Hockey and Soccer Tournament has brought school
kids together to support their fellow students who are dealing with serious medical
concerns. The 3D Charity Hockey and Soccer Tournament has supported students and
their families who spend weeks and months away from home to attend children’s
hospitals all over North America. We have also committed to supporting children who attend our local hospital as
well and have in the past supported the Therapeutic Clown Program, purchased gaming systems, TVs, theme rooms,
to name a few to the Children’s Ward at the QE2 Hospital. And so when the need arises to support kids at the
hospital, the 3D Children’s Society board of directors answered the call to buy crayons, toys, puzzles, games, etc. for
our local hospital.”
Thank you 3D Children’s Society!!!

Rentco Equipment
Brings the Bears
When we asked for teddy bears for your hospital’s young patients, we did not
expect pallets of them! But that is exactly what Rentco Equipment Ltd gave, 3
huge pallets!!!

White Rose
Program
Needs Your
Support

We asked Joan Nellis one of the partners at Rentco why, this is what she shared
with us:
“When we heard that the cancellation of the Teddy Bear breakfast could result
in sick kids going without, it broke our hearts. While COVID-19 has so many big
impacts, these little kindnesses also matter. Drew and I quickly decided that we
needed to do something to help and reached out to the Hospital Foundation to
arrange the donation. We are a family owned and operated business, and as such
we know that it is important that kids and families facing tough times know that
their community is thinking about them. We are proud to do something small to
lift the spirits of kids struggling though these kinds of intense difficulties.”
Thank you Rentco for supporting your healthcare! For more information on how
you can support your healthcare and hospitals visit gphospitalfoundation.ca or
give us a call at 780-538-7583.

Did you know that the White Rose
Program provides critical information
for families that help them cope with
grief and end of life planning?
It also ensures healthcare providers
and visitors on the unit know that a
family is experiencing a loss and to
be quiet and respectful.
Your caring and generosity can be
the rest of their story. A donation of
$500.00 provides for the operations
and supplies needed by the White
Rose Program for one month.
Help us keep the White Rose
Program going donate at
gphospitalfoundation.ca/donate.

Pictured (right to left - top to bottom): James Holler, Drew Shields, Darren Sipe, Angela Maki, Craig
Shields, Dawn Miller (GPRHF), Joan Nellis, April Morris, Jeanie Quesnel, Gerry Shields and Cole Lalonde.

A Partnership to Support Your Healthcare
Attention virtual tour users…that’s you Realtors, Museums, Art Galleries, Parks,
Dealerships and anyone who makes use of virtual tours in their business.
Did you know that the Grande Prairie Regional Hospital Foundation’s virtual reality
goggles work with almost all online 360 platforms? That’s right you could provide your
clients with a fully immersive virtual experience from the safety of their homes and
support your community’s healthcare all at the same time.
If you are interested in more information or to purchase goggles, please call Nicole
McDonald at 780-882-2400.

Key to Care Capital Campaign
UPDATE

The Key to the Art of Healing
Like you, we care about the future of healthcare for our communities and our families. By following this mission,
together with your support we are able to support the vision of engaging with our communities to support excellence
in healthcare.
The Key to Care Capital Campaign, is looking forward to the future, creating ways to enhance care in your region today
and for generations to come.
Strengthening healthcare is important for every person in our region. The impacts of care received will be felt by every
person at some point in their lives. Being able to offer new services, patient care programs, and educational tools for
patients and health care providers creates an environment that promotes wellness and healing.
Your gift to the Key to Care Capital Campaign will have a positive impact on everyone in our region. Your gift ensures
that your hospitals provide a high level of care, offer services that are not normally available outside of large urban
centers and increase positive outcomes for patients.
Through the Key to Care Capital Campaign we are focusing on enhancing healthcare in four key components:
•

Key Innovations will allow for the purchase of specialized medical equipment for the Grande Prairie Regional
Hospital and the QEII Hospital. Innovative equipment will allow us to bring new and exciting technological
advancements to patients here in Grande Prairie.

•

Key Equipment for Life Legacy Fund is an Endowment Fund, and the annual returns of this fund will be utilized to
purchase specialized medical equipment. Contributions to this Legacy fund will ensure that the long term needs in
our region are taken care of and that patient care can be enhanced to for generations to come.

•

Key to the Art of Healing will enrich healing and well-being for patients, their families and staff throughout the
hospital. Art in a hospital setting takes many forms, from artworks to sculptures to beautiful gardens and the
emotional healing that music can provide. Art has been proven to improve patient outcomes and create emotional
connections that create a sense of peace and calm.

•

Key to Knowledge will develop tools that will allow patients to become knowledgeable about their health and
prepare to care for themselves upon their release from the hospital. It will create educational opportunities for
healthcare providers so they can leverage those opportunities to advance care in our hospitals.

This past month we shared Grant Berg’s story on our blog and how important the roll of art and music impacted his
healing and rejuventated his commitment to life. Visit https://gphospitalfoundation.ca/the-art-of-healing-how-a15-year-old-found-life to read Grant’s story.

For more information or to donate to the Key to Care Campaign please contact Dawn
Miller at dawn.miller@ahs.ca or 780-832-6471.

New
Equipment
This month your donations will be used
to purchase fetal monitors, as well as
four KIT CubeScan BioCon-700s.
Fetal monitors
are used on
your hospital’s
Labor & Delivery
unit. This new
equipment gives
healthcare staff
the ability to monitor more mothers
wirelessly. It also helps increase a
mother’s ability to move around and
not be restricted to the bed or labor
room.
This new equipment will be used by
the majority of your community’s
mothers, approximately 85% of our
1700 deliveries!
The CubeScan BioCon-700 is a portable
3D device decreasing the need for
catherization, alleviating discomfort,
pain and the introduction of outside
bacteria to the patient’s bladder,
preventing urinary tract infections.

Sandra Schmirler
Foundation Donates to Your
Hospital’s NICU
The Grande Prairie Hospital Foundation is proud to
announce that your hospitals’ NICU is the recipients
of $20,000 over the next two years from the Sandra
Schmirler Foundation.
“Receiving these funds for our NICU is incredible! It will
give us the opportunity to work directly with the NICU
staff to identify and purchase equipment and supplies
they need to enhance care for our tiniest of patients,”
says Dawn Miller, Major Gifts Officer for the Grande
Prairie Regional Hospital Foundation.
Miller goes on to say “I remember Sandra from her three-world
championships and winning the first Olympic gold medal for Canada in
curling. It is beautiful how the memory of a Canadian icon, such as Sandra,
lives on in such a beautiful way. We, at the Foundation are proud to work
with such a like-minded organization.”
The Sandra Schmirler Foundation’s mission is to raise funds for hospital
Newborn Intensive Care Units to purchase life-saving equipment for
premature and critically ill newborns and provide scholarships to junior
curlers; giving each the chance to grow up and be a champion, like Sandra.
“We want all babies born too soon, too small or too sick to have the chance
to grow up and be champions,” says Ian Cunningham, Chair of the Sandra
Schmirler Foundation board. “By continuing to recognize and celebrate
Sandra Schmirler’s love of family, we are grateful that we can make a
difference in NICUs right across Canada like the Grande Prairie Regional
Hospital.”
The Sandra Schmirler Foundation has committed to providing grants
in communities that host Pinty’s Grand Slam of Curling (GSOC) events.
This year’s Tour Challenge was scheduled to take place in Grande Prairie
before it was cancelled due to COVID-19. The Tour Challenge will return to
Grande Prairie as part of the 2021-2022 season of Pinty’s GSOC. The Sandra
Schmirler Foundation has committed to a $10,000 to the Grande Prairie
Regional Hospital for each of the events.

We Need Your Help!
In a time of uncertainty we can be certain that we are all in this together.
Now more than ever your hospitals need your support.
From hosting your own fundraiser or donating items for Wishlist Wednesday to
supporting a Foundation or community initiative, every action counts.
Thank you for all of your support, remember kind words of support and reaching
out to other in isolation can make a big difference in someones day.

Share Your Idea - We Can Help!
If you want to make a difference at your hospital, please contact
Shannon at 780-518-1876.

Grande Prairie River Rats:
Clowning Around Again!
Since 2013, this incredible Association of community minded
individuals has contributed over $17,500 to ensure that your hospital
can continure the Therapeutic Clown Program. This month they
provided funding for this critical program once again.
The Therapeutic Clown helps minimize the stress for our young
patients and their families during treatments, while having medical
procedures, or to fill the time while family members wait for a loved
one to have surgery. This can be a great comfort to these young
patients and their families.
Thank you Grande Prairie River Rats for helping to bring joy and
support to so many stories.
You too can support the Therapeutic Clown Program at gphospitalfoundation.ca/donate

A New Hobby and Community Connection
for Good Through Isolation
COVID has impacted each and everyone of us in different ways. For some the impacts of isolation can be difficult, this is a
story of finding a new hobby and community connection for good through isolation.
Recently, we received these beautiful donations (just in time for Valentines Day) that were simply dropped of at the front
door of the hospital, each set of items had a note attached that read…

Such a beautiful donation and note, so much time had to have gone into such integrate items…we wanted to know more
about Lori, Jennifer and the NICU Crocheters. We reached out to Lori and here is what she shared with us:

“With being home so much due to COVID-19, I decided to teach myself to crochet via YouTube. My grandmother
tried many, many years ago, but I just was not interested when I was little. Right before Christmas, I saw a
Global Edmonton story about the NICU Crocheters, and how they were making items to donate to the
Misericordia NICU. Even though I am not in Edmonton, I thought I would join the group anyway, just to see
if they needed more items. Well since then, it has grown to include hospitals across Alberta! I was extremely
excited to have the opportunity to donate to the Grande Prairie Hospital, as my son spent over a week in
the NICU when he was born with Rh Disease and had to undergo a full blood transfusion as he was severely
jaundiced. I still remember the blanket he received when he was there, even though it has been over 18 years!”

Thank you to Lori, Jennifer and the NICU Crocheters your story and support are an inspiration. Our tiny patients are ready for
the day of love with there new outfits!
If you have an idea or wish to connect with us please email shannon@gphospitalfoundation.ca or call 780-538-7583.

Dorothy Kusyk:
A Legacy by Example
With heavy hearts we received the news of Dorothy Kusyk’s passing
on January 20, 2021. We best knew Dorothy for her many hours of
volunteering at the Grande Prairie Hospital Auxiliary taking on the
leadership role as President in 2014, a position she held until 2018, as
well as her endless hours volunteering for Mrs. Klaus’ Kitchen at the
Festival of Trees.
Dorothy will be tremendously missed by everyone at the
foundation and Festival of Trees. We were lucky enough to see
Dorothy’s kind heart at work with her support of the Ladies
Auxiliary and the Foundation’s Festival of Trees. So many hours
spent giving of her time to support her community.
~ Dawn Veilleux-Miller, Major Gifts Officer - GPRHF
We will always remember her warm smile and incredible hugs. Our
memories seem to reflect those of our community from her students
who enjoyed one of Dorothy’s classes during her 34 years of teaching to
other organizations who benefited from Dorothy’s volunteerism.
We were not the only organization who benefited from Dorothy’s volunteerism. Dorothy also had a large impact at the
Heart and Stroke Foundation volunteering her time for 10 years before the office in Grande Prairie moved. Margaret
Bell shared with us what Dorothy brought to their Foundation and many other community organizations:
This lovely lady was a huge part of my life at the Heart & Stroke Foundation. Dorothy was an amazing
volunteer, a kind and gentle woman, a friend. I hold so many special memories of office time and HSF events
that she was part of over 10 years: The Strasdin Orthodontics Ladies in Red Fashion Shows, The Campbell
Chrysler Riverboat Poker Rallies, Storm Hockey Game Frisbee fundraisers, she was always there to support us.
Dorothy had a beautiful smile and such a fun wholehearted laugh. My heart goes out to her family and friends.
She will be missed and will always hold a special place in my heart. Margaret Bell, Area Manager, Heart &
Stroke Foundation
~ Margaret Bell, Former Area Manager of the Heart and Stroke Foundation
Dorothy led by example, whether she intended to or not. From her membership and time at the Legion to her
leadership and volunteerism throughout the community, Dorothy truly leaves a legacy and example of volunteerism
for our community. Our hearts go out to Dorothy’s family and all who have been impacted.

Days to Show Support This Month
CARING
Feeling and showing
concern for others.

Leaving a Legacy
through Planned Giving
A planned gift is a heroic act of kindness that helps leave a lasting impact on
the healthcare of your family, your neighbours, your friends, your coworkers
and yourself.
The life you’ve built says a lot about you, your values and what you care about
the most. Your gift will build a brighter future and leave a legacy that lives on
through generations.
The Foundation’s planned giving options provide income or potential savings
now and in the future, without affecting your present lifestyle.
Whether you choose to give through a cash donation, life insurance policy, a bequest in your will, gifts of publicly traded stock options, bursaries,
endowments, RRSPs, or even gifts of property or art, there is a way to give that can suit everyone’s needs.
Bequests
Gifts made through a will are called bequests. Your bequest can be a fixed amount, a specific percentage of the residual amount of the estate,
and/or a specific asset. A bequest in your will to a charity of your choice will provide tax relief for your estate in the year of death.
Gifts of Life Insurance
A gift of life insurance makes it possible for you to leverage your contributions to your charity of choice. Your gift to charity is assured with a
paid-up policy or through a policy with ongoing premiums paid by the donor.
Endowment Funds
The idea of creating a perpetual stream of financial support makes sense for people who see a similarity between retirement funds and endowment
provisions. Only the income or a portion thereof will be used to support the Hospital Foundation.

To discuss your options to leave a legacy with the
Foundation please contact:

Keith Curtis, Executive Director
Phone: 780 831-1380
Email: Keith.Curtis2@albertahealthservices.ca

Always seek the advice of an accredited estate planner, financial advisor or
legal counsel when considering your legacy giving goals, and then contact us to
determine how your gift can make a difference at the Grande Prairie Regional
Hospital.

Donate today at gphospitalfoundation.ca

10409 98 Street, Grande Prairie, AB T8V 2E8

gphospitalfoundation.ca

@supportyourhospital

@GPRHFountation

@GPRH_Foundation

Grande Prairie
Regional Hospital
Foundation

